Abstract. A bilinear multivariate errors-in-variables model is considered. It corresponds to an overdetermined set of linear equations AXB ¼ C, A A R mÂn , B A R pÂq , in which the data A, B, C are perturbed by errors. The total least squares estimator is inconsistent in this case.
Introduction
Many linear parameter estimation problems [VV91] can be reduced to solving an overdetermined set of linear equations
Whenever all measurements in both matrices A and B are a¤ected by errors, the popular ordinary least squares estimator gives biased estimates. Measurement error models [Ful87] , also called errors-in-variables models, should be considered in order to derive consistent estimators. If the errors are noncorrelated and equally sized, the total least squares (TLS) method [VV91, GV80] provides a consistent estimate of the unknown parameter X. This method, better known as orthogonal regression in the statistical literature, computes correction matrices DA and DB of minimal Frobenius norm in order to make the corrected set of equations ðA À DAÞX ¼ B À DB compatible and has become very popular in engineering since the early eighties due to the existence of computationally attractive algorithms based on the singular value decomposition (SVD) [GV80, VV91] .
Since then several generalizations of the TLS estimator have been presented. In particular, we mention the generalized TLS estimator, based on the generalized SVD, which provides consistent estimates of X provided the measurement errors in ½A B are row-wise i.i.d. with zero mean and same covariance matrix, known up to a factor of proportionality.
In this paper we generalize the linear model in (1) to a bilinear model, represented as
This model can be considered as a special case of a polynomial model, namely a quadratic measurement error model [Ful87, CRS95] . It should be noted that the TLS principle can no longer be applied to model (2) in order to provide consistent estimates. Indeed, as mentioned in [Ful87] , adding correction matrices DA, DB and DC of minimal Frobenius norm in order to make ðA À DAÞX ðB À DBÞ ¼ C À DC compatible results in biased estimates for the parameter X. In this paper an adjusted least squares (ALS) estimator [CRS95, CS98] of X is presented and shown to be consistent.
Next we give two examples where the bilinear measurement errors model (2) arises.
Example 1 (Total production cost model). Assume that r production inputs (materials, parts, labor, etc.) are combined to make n products. Let b k be the price per unit of the k-th production input and x jk be the number of units of the k-th production input, required to produce one unit of the j-th product. The production costs per unit of the j-th product is the j-th element of the vector y ¼ Xb:
Let a j be a required quantity to be produced of the j-th product. The total quantity of the k-th production input needed is the k-th element of the vector
The total production cost c is z T b, which gives a ''single measurement'' AXB ¼ C model a T Xb ¼ c:
A situation in which we have multiple measurements could be: given is a set of (approximate) quantities to be produced of the n products, a 1 ; . . . ; a m , (approximate) prices per unit of the production inputs, b 1 ; . . . ; b q , and (approximate) total costs c il , corresponding to all combinations of the given quantities to be produced and prices. Then the model is Estimation of x jk in the model AXB ¼ C, can be interpreted as: estimate the number of units of the k-th production input, required to produce one unit of the j-th product.
Example 2 (Estimation of the fundamental matrix [MM98] ). Two images are captured by a mobile camera and m matching pixels are located. Let 
where F A R 3Â3 , rankðF Þ ¼ 2 is the fundamental matrix which is identical for all pairs of corresponding vectors u i , v i , 1 a i a N. Estimation of F from the given noisy data is called structure from motion problem and is a central problem in computer vision.
In [KMV01] we modified the adjusted least squares estimator derived in this paper for the model (3).
The notation we use is standard. For any matrix T, t ij denotes the i; j-th element of T. The bold symbol E denotes mathematical expectation. It acts on the expression on the right up to an addition or subtraction sign. Conditional expectation of x, conditioned on C, is denoted by E½xjC . The notation covðxÞ denotes the covariance matrix Ex T x À Ex T Ex and A y denotes the pseudo-inverse of A. In the formulas ''const'' denotes any constant value (for example, we can write const 2 ¼ const). The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the model and the global assumptions. In Section 3, an ALS estimator for the bilinear model (2) is derived. In Section 4, weak and strong consistency of the ALS estimator is stated. In Section 5, a bound on the rate of convergence is derived. In Section 6, asymptotic normality is shown. In Section 7, a small sample correction of the ALS estimator is derived. Section 8 gives numerical results and Section 9 concludes and discusses future work. Technical proofs are presented in the Appendix.
The model
We consider the model
Here A A R mÂn , B A R pÂq , C A R mÂq are observations and X A R nÂp is a parameter of interest. We suppose that
and that there exists X 0 A R nÂp such that
Here A 0 , B 0 , and C 0 are nominal or true values andÃ A,B B, andC C are errors.
The matrix X 0 is the nominal or true value of the parameter. From the point of view of errors-in-variables models,C C represents the equation error, whileÃ A andB B represent the measurement errors.
Looking for asymptotic results in the estimation of X in the model (4), we fix the dimensions of X, n and p, and let the number of measurements, m and q, increase. The measurements are represented by the rows of A, the columns of B and the elements of C. For the whole paper we denote
The matrices VÃ A and VB B are supposed to be known, while the variances of the entries ofC C are unknown. Specific notation is set in the course of exposition. The assumptions used in the paper are enumerated. Global assumption for the paper is assumption (i).
(i). The errors fã a ij ; i b 1; 1 a j a ng, fb b kl ; 1 a k a p; l b 1g and fc c il ; i b 1, l b 1g form three independent arrays of r.v., which are centered and possess finite second order moments.
More assumptions are stated where necessary. The model (4-5) is a bilinear regression measurement error model. In a scalar form it can be written as
ij þã a ij ; 1 a i a m; 1 a j a n;
Here the design points a It is known that orthogonal regression is inconsistent for nonlinear measurement error models, see comments in [Ful87] and a mathematical proof of inconsistency in [KZ96] . The orthogonal regression estimator is a (weighted) TLS estimator [GV80, VV91] , therefore due to nonlinearity of the model (4), the TLS estimator is inconsistent in this case.
The model (6) is a particular case of a quadratic model; it is bilinear with respect to the compound nuisance parameters ½A 0 B 0 . For polynomial errorsin-variables models an ALS estimator is proposed in [CS98] . It is consistent. In [CRS95, Chapter 6], the method of corrected score functions is presented and in [Bar00] it is mentioned that an ALS estimator in a polynomial model is generated by the method of corrected score functions.
The score equation and an ALS estimator
We start with the LS objective function q ls ðX ; A; B; CÞ v kAXB À Ck
In the space of matrices R nÂp , we introduce a scalar product
The derivativels =qX is a linear functional on R nÂp . It acts on H A R nÂp according to the rule 1 2
We can identify the derivativels =qX with a matrix, which represents it in the equality (8). Thus it is redefined as 1 2
In the absence of measurement errors, i.e. whenÃ A ¼ 0 andB B ¼ 0, see (5), the LS estimator is obtained by minimizing (7) or (what is asymptotically equivalent) via the score equation To find a proper correction term c 1 we consider 
The ALS estimatorX X is defined from the equation cðX ; A; B; CÞ ¼ 0:
As an estimator we can takê
If A T A À VÃ A and BB T À VB B are non-singular, then (11) satisfies (10). Later on we shall show that these matrices are non-singular with probability tending to one as the number of measurements (rows of A and columns of B) is tending to infinity. Observe that (11) reduces to the generalized TLS estimator [VV89, Gal82] , in the case B ¼ I p ,B B ¼ 0 under the assumption (i).
Weak and strong consistency
We introduce further assumptions.
(ii). The rows ofÃ A are independent, i.e. ðã a ij ; i ! 1; 1 a j a nÞ are independent, the columns ofB B are independent, i.e. ðb b kl ; 1 a k a p; l b 1Þ are independent, and all elements ofC C are independent, i.e. The assumption (iv) corresponds to the condition of weak consistency, given in [Gal82] for the maximum likelihood estimator in the model (1).
Theorem 1 (Weak consistency). Assume that assumptions (i) to (iv) hold. Then the estimatorX X given in (11) converges to X 0 in probability, as m ! y and q ! y. 
Proof. Denote
For consistency, it is enough to show that
The proofs of (14)-(16) are given in the Appendix. r
The main probabilistic tool to prove the strong consistency is the following matrix analogue of the Rosenthal inequality, see [Ros70] . Lemma 1. Let fh i ; i b 1g be a sequence of independent r.v., Eh i ¼ 0, i ¼ 1; 2; . . . Then for any real number t b 2, and for all m b 1
where cðtÞ depends on t, but it does not depend on m.
We strengthen assumptions (iii) and (iv). 
and for fixed q 0 b 1
where r is defined in assumption (v).
Theorem 2 (Strong consistency). Assume that assumptions (i), (ii), (v) and (vi) hold. Then the estimatorX X given in (11) converges to X 0 a.s., as m ! y, q ! y.
Proof. See Appendix.
Rate of convergence
Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold. With probability tending to 1 we have
We setX X v X 0 þD D and consider m b m 0 , q b q 0 , for which V A 0 and V B 0 are non-singular. From (17) we have
Using the notations (12) we have
By (14), the LHS of (19) equals
Next, see Section 4,
We decompose R 2 ¼ R 21 À R 22 .
and
Therefore from (19), (20), and (21) to (25) we obtain
where
6 Asymptotic normality
Expansion forD D
Now, we strengthen assumption (iv).
(vii). We shall assume (i) to (iii) and (vii), and in the process of establishing asymptotic normality, we shall set some more assumptions.
From (19), (20) and (21) we have now
Here
By assumption (vii), We have
To apply the central limit theorem (CLT), we consider l 1 v vecðL 1 Þ. We have
and vecðã a iã a
Therefore, see (32) to (34),
We introduce the following assumptions in order to apply the CLT to 1 ffiffiffi m p l 1 .
(viii). The rows fã a Assumption (x) holds, e.g., whenã a has a symmetric distribution. It is possible to avoid (x), but then the asymptotic covariance matrix ofX X will be more complicated. For instance, (x) holds in the case of normal errorsã að jÞ. 
The elements of Eððã aã a T Þ n ðã aã a T ÞÞ are the fourth moments ofã a, Eã aðiÞã að jÞã aðkÞã aðlÞ. We note that U 
We have also by assumptions (iii), (viii) and (xi), that the second moments of the summands in (35) are bounded. Therefore by the CLT
Then, see (31),
We list similar assumptions for B 0 andB B. (ix) 
B is positive definite.
Then similarly to the previous subsection, we have
By n X 0 Þ T . From (31) we obtain
where fx m g and fh q g are independent random matrices, and vecðx m Þ ! Let
Therefore we proved the following asymptotic normality result. 
Now, we investigate the rank of the matrix
We analyze (37). Suppose that X 0 is of full rank, i.e. rankðX 0 Þ ¼ minðn; pÞ. Then
Ay Þ ¼ n minðn; pÞ: U A has full rank equal n 2 , and rankðS A Þ ¼ n minðn; pÞ:
Similarly rankðS B Þ ¼ p minðn; pÞ:
-If l A > 0, l B > 0 then rankðSÞ ¼ maxðrankðS A Þ; rankðS B ÞÞ ¼ np, i.e. S is a positive definite np Â np matrix. -If l A ¼ 0 then rankðSÞ ¼ rankðS B Þ ¼ p minðn; pÞ, and S is positive definite when n a p. -If l B ¼ 0 then rankðSÞ ¼ rankðS A Þ ¼ n minðn; pÞ, and S is positive definite when n b p.
In the case when S is positive definite, we have
Approximate expression
Next, we give an approximate expression for S, constructed via observations, which converges in probability to S.
see (37), Now, see (38),
The approximate asymptotic covariance matrix S app can be used to construct an asymptotic confidence ellipsoid for vecðX 0 Þ, based on the convergence
np ; as r ! y; m ! y; q ! y:
7 Small sample correction
Construction
In [CST00] a small sample estimator for a polynomial regression with errors in the variables was constructed. We apply this approach for the model (4), (5). Our goal is to modify the ALS estimator (11) in such a way that it shows good results in small samples without loosing the asymptotic properties for large samples.
We construct a modification of the ALS estimator as follows. For arbitrary positive integers b and g, b a g, denote
First we introduce two matrices of the same size, with t a q
and let l A be the smallest positive root of
Our polynomial measurement error model is of degree d ¼ 2. Following the advice of [CST00] we set a v d þ 1 ¼ 3. We define
( Similarly we introduce the other two matrices of equal size, s a m, 
We set
The modified estimator is defined bŷ
7.2 T A and T B are positive definite, a.s.
We need the next assumption.
(xiii). The following distributions have no atoms
Lðc c il Þ; i b 1; l b 1; Lðã a ij Þ; i b 1; j a n; Lðb b kl Þ; k a p; l b 1:
We remind that the distribution of a r.v. x has no atoms i¤ Pðx ¼ aÞ ¼ 0, for all a A R. 
are linearly independent, a.s. Note that h 1 ; . . . ; h nþ1 are independent as random vectors. Using induction by n b 1 we prove the following statement. Let h 1 ; . . . ; h nþ1 given in (43) be independent random vectors, a i A R nÂ1 , u i A R, and u 1 ; . . . ; u nþ1 have non-atomic distribution, and all the coordinates of a 1 ; . . . ; a n have non-atomic distribution as well. Then Then
where I ðÁÞ denotes the indicator function of a random event. But for deterministic a 1 ; a 2 ; a 1 00, we have: Lðu 1 a 2 À u 2 a 1 Þ is non-atomic because it is a sum of two independent r.v. with non-atomic distribution (if a 2 0 0) or it is exactly LðÀu 2 a 1 Þ, which is non-atomic. Then
and Pðu 1 a 2 À u 2 a 1 ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0. We proved the statement for n ¼ 1.
b). Suppose it holds for n À 1 b 1, and we prove it for n. by the assumption of induction. Then
because for deterministic A 1 ; . . . ; A nþ1 , A nþ1 0 0, we have Lð P nþ1 i¼1 u i A i Þ is non-atomic. Thus we proved the statement for n.
This accomplishes the proof of the auxiliary statement. 
Similarly B T B À m B VB B is also positive definite. Thus for m b n þ 1, q b p þ 1 we have a.s.
7.4X X m has the same asymptotic properties asX X First we show that Pðl A > 1Þ ! 1 as m; q ! y, and the same for l B . We need some new assumptions.
and t m , s q are nondecreasing sequences of numbers. E.g., it is possible to set t ¼ ½m 1=4 and s ¼ ½q 1=4 , where ½Á are Gaussian brackets, if m=q ! l, with arbitrary l A ð0; yÞ. 
Proof. We follow the line of [CST00] . From Lemma 3 and the definition of m A , see Subsection 7.1, we obtain that with probability tending to one,
Now, we consider the di¤erence between the estimatorsX X ÀX X m . From (9) and (42) we have
If l A S A þ l B S B > 0 then we can say thatX X m andX X have the same asymptotic properties. It happens, see Subsection 6.3, if
Thus in the case n ¼ p we guarantee thatX X m andX X are asymptotically equivalent only for the convergence m ! y, q ! y, m=q ! l, l A ð0; yÞ.
Examples
In this section we apply the ALS estimator to a hypothetical example.
We consider the model (4), (5) with m ¼ q and n ¼ p ¼ 2, i.e.
The true data is The estimation is performed for increasing number of measurements m. As measure of the estimation quality, we use the empirical (relative) mean square error
whereX X ðsÞ is the estimate computed for the s-th noise realization. The ALS and the small sample modified ALS estimators are compared with the LS estimator
and with the partial LS estimators, Figure 4 show the mean square error of the compared estimators for di¤erently sized uncorrelated errors (left plot) and for correlated errors (right plot).
Conclusion
We considered the multivariable model AXB ¼ C. In the situation when the TLS estimator is inconsistent, we construct the ALS estimator, which is consistent. We gave the conditions of weak and strong consistency, and of asymptotic normality. It turns out that the asymptotic covariance matrix of the estimator does not depend upon the covariance structure ofC C. We introduced a small sample modification of the estimator, which has better properties for small samples and preserves the asymptotic properties of the estimator.
An open question is what are the optimality properties of the ALS estimator. In [KM00] for the model AX ¼ B in the scalar case it was shown that the ALS estimator is asymptotically e‰cient in the situation where VÃ A is known exactly and Eb b 2 kl are known up to a constant factor. It would be interesting to check the following conjecture:
In the model AXB ¼ C the ALS estimator is asymptotically e‰cient in the situation where VÃ A and VB B are known exactly and Ec c 2 il are known up to a constant factor.
Appendix

Proof of (14)
We have thus by (iv)
and from (49) under assumption (iv) we have
Now, (46), (48) and (50) imply the first relation in (14), and the second one in (14) holds similarly.
Proof of (15)
and this converges in probability to I n , see Subsection 10.1. The second condition in (15) is shown similarly.
Proof of (16)
We have
Then from (51) we have
and this tends to zero, as m ! y, q ! y by assumption (iv).
Proof of Theorem 2
We have to show that in (14) to (16) the convergence is with probability one. After that the statement of Theorem 2 will follow from equation (13) ! 0 a.s., as m ! y, q ! y. We proved that in (14) to (16) the convergence is with probability one and Theorem 2 is proved. r
Proof of Lemma 3
We give the proof for l A only. It is su‰cient to show that PðT A > W A Þ ! 1 as m ! y; q ! y:
We have T A À W A ¼ with probability tending to one, and
